
Meets with instruction designer (ID) to discuss course development, timeline and

training

Schedules regular appointments (weekly/bi-weekly) with ID

Requests course development shell from khoof@shepherd.edu

Identifies measurable course objectives and outcomes

Revises  syllabus to reflect the online course environment (QM template available)

Reviews course activities to determine usability in online class environment

Creates a list of materials needed for online course

Considers course elements that need revision or adaptation for online instruction

When done well, moving a face to face course to an online modality requires a significant amount

of time and planning.  Planning begins the semester before the online class is offered. The

timeline below provides a framework for the development of an online 15 week semester course.

It assumes the instructor has been certified to teach online as per Shepherd’s guidelines in the

Faculty Handbook and has a good working knowledge of the learning management system

(LMS). 

Continues to meet with ID  for support and training with a focus on accessibility

standards 

Organizes course content into different  Modules  or chunks of information

Identifies objectives, outcomes for each module

Identifies and designs course activities for each module

Incorporates accessible design/ADA compliant functionality into the course 

Designs both formative and summative online assessments 

Determines methods of communication and interaction with and between students 

Attends Techshop and Thursdays in the Workshop trainings as needed

Adds course elements to course shell with the goal to complete weeks 1-5

Online@Shepherd

New Online Course Development Timeline

5 Months Out the Instructor:5

4 Months Out the Instructor:4



Uploads and updates instructions for online assignments

Continues to design course activities and assessments for each module

Updates and revises modules 1-5 based on ID feedback related to QM standards

1 Month Out the Instructor:1

Continues to meet with ID  for consultation and support

Continues to tweak course content

Develops course calendar for assignments, assessments

Update, revise modules 11-5 based on ID feedback related to QM standards

Updates course for overall QM alignment as needed 

Checks and rechecks all links through student view making sure contents are available

and accessible

2 Months Out the Instructor:2

Continues to meet with ID  for consultation and support

Continues to add course elements to course shell in Sakai for weeks11-15

Continues to Incorporate accessible design/ADA compliant functionality into the course

Uploads and updates instructions for online assignments

Continues to design course activities and assessments for each module

Updates and revises modules 5-10 based on ID feedback related to QM standards

New Online Course Development Timeline Continued

3 Months Out the Instructor:3

Continues to meet with ID  for consultation and support

Continues to add course elements to course shell in Sakai for weeks 6-10

Continues to Incorporate accessible design/ADA compliant functionality into the course

For more information email  Kate Hoof at khoof@shepherd.edu 


